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contract negotirule on a worker is legitimate only when the particular rule amounts to
notlng more than an enforcement of the employer's right against mis-

appropriation or protection against harm. When this is not the case,
springing the rule on the worker may amount to prohibited conduct as
it uniaterally generates negative psychic income for the employee. Had
the employee only known the intention of the employer regarding the

work rule before negotiating the labor contract, the outcome of the
negotiation might very well have been different.
Our purpose here will be to identify work rules that are designed to
maximize productivity and to discourage idleness and shirking. Because
these rules put a strain on the worker and severely constrain his or her

freedom, we will call these rules the "rules of the mean boss." By means
of the case study method we shall examine the halakc valdity of these
rules. We wil show that both economic theory and economic analysis
are important tools for halakha in resolving these issues.

WORK RULES AT THE I. M. FRIER

GREETING CAR COMPAN
1. M. Frier, C.E.O. of the Frier Greeting Card Company, interviews all
candidates for employment at his company. Anyone hired will readily

confirm that the duties Frier assigns an employee match well with what
he discusses with the candidate at the interview. The same would be
said about salary and fringe benefits. However, employees are always in
for a big surprise when it comes to work rules to which they will find
themselves subject. There can be no doubt that Frier designs his work
environment to maximally discourage idleness and shirking. Let us take
a glimpse at ths environment.
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At the Frier Greeting Card Company relatively few employees have
private offices. Most of the staff is stationed in cubicles equipped with a
desktop computer, a telephone and assorted office supplies. The first

rule Frier communicates to a new employee is what he calls his face
time requirement: "I expect you to be at your work station at all times
during the work day." One quickly learns that Frier's face time requirement translates into an expectation that each employee be practically

"glued" to his or her workstation for the entire workday. How else
could one be in a state of readiness to receive an assignment at any
time? Frier does not allow the traditional coffee break at his office. Frier

also tells each new employee that he does not permit employees to go
out for lunch. Instead, he sets the rule that employees should bring

lunch in a brown paper bag and eat in their cubicle at a designated
time. This rule ensures that "out for lunch" will never be used as an

excuse for not being present for Frier's three daily inspection tours of
the cubicles. To thwart discovery of a pattern for these inspection tours,
Frier conducts these tours on a random schedule basis. If Frier finds a

worker missing from the workstation, he immediately pages that worker

with the instruction to report to his secretary. In the meantime, Frier
quickly positions himself opposite the restroorns. This stratagem prevents the employee from claiming that he was using the facility at the
time, when, in fact, this was not the case.
To be sure, Frier's concern goes beyond taking measures to ensure
that no one abandon his post during the course of the workday. Near
the top of what Frier would call a direct assault on the work ethic he is
trying to foster is catching an employee playing a card or video game on

his or her computer. For this offense, Frier snarls at the worker and
records the misdeed in his "critical incident" notebook.
Another matter Frier comes down hard upon is an employee's use
of the office telephone for personal calls. If Frier on his inspection tour
catches a worker on the telephone, Frier will stop and eavesdrop. If the
worker abruptly hangs up as soon as Frier shows up, Frier takes it as a

telltale sign that the call is personal rather than business related. In
addition, Frier is sure to check all the long distant calls that appear on
the telephone bil each week. For any long distance call that he suspects
is not business related, an employee is griled.
Frier is also particular that employees not make personal use of the
office copier. If Frier catches an employee making personal use of his
copier, he will typically snarl at the offender. Although Frier has never
been known to dock the pay of an employee for this offense, he does
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not hesitate to record the offense in his "critical incident" notebook if
the culprit is a repeat offender.
When Prier negotiates salary with an employee he is sure to have his

"critical incident" notebook handy. It takes little imagination to envision how Prier uses his dreaded notebook as a wedge to beat down
salary increment demands by his employees.
One employee who finds Frier's work rules particularly tormenting
is George Pines. In his previous job at a large publishing firm, Pines was
not monitored nearly as closely as he is now. In his previous job, no one

said anything to him the first time he came late. Because he escaped
with impunity on his first offense, Pines led himself down the slippery
slope in respect to tardiness and before he knew it found himself testing
the waters to see how often and by how much he could get away with

lateness. It was essentially the same story in respect to appropriating
office supplies for personal use. The first time Pines was guilty of ths
offense it involved only a box of paper clips. His attitude then was that
he would replace the half-empty box he took with a new box A.S.A.P.

In fact, Pines never replaced the paper clips. Because no one ever
noticed that the paper clips were missing, Pines was emboldened, in
time, to take home more valuable supplies for his personal needs,
including an adding machine and a large stapler
In observing the operation of Frier's work rules one is struck by the
stark contrast between the harshness and decisiveness by which Frier

promulgates his rules and the manner he goes about enforcing them.

For some rules Frier makes no apparent attempt at enforcement, and
for others, selective enforcement is the order of the day.
The largest gap between promulgation and implementation can be
seen in respect to Frier's prohibition against personal use of office sup-

plies. In reminding everyone of his interdict in this matter, Frier often
barks, "I mean everything and everything is off limits for personal use,
including bent paper clips and half-used number two pencils." When
someone makes a pronouncement with such ferocity, the expectation is
that draconian enforcement procedures wil ensue. This is not the case.
Office supplies are located in a large closet that is easily accessible to
everyone. The closet is always open and anyone who needs supplies,
anything from paper clips to an assortment of computer mouses, can
help himself to what he needs. Imagine no requisition forms and no red
tape whatsoever! But, you all know Frier. There must be a catch. And,
yes, there is a catch. Frier has a video camera concealed in an inconspicuous spot in the ceilng of the closet. Frier reviews the videotapes peri-
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odically. If someone's face turns up too often for his liking, Frier takes it
as very suspicious and indicative that the party involved is stealing. This
person has no future in the company. Unbeknown to the culprit is that
the supply closet serves as a screening device and determines his unsuitabilty for continued employment or promotion.
Frier's implementation of his sick days policy shows that Frier selec-

tively tolerates shirking. Frier's contract allows employees up to five
days sick day pay. To qualfY for this benefit, the employee must call in
sick and later verify his or her ilness by bringing in a medical note. If an

employee fails either to call in sick or to verify the sickness with proper
documentation, his or her pay will be docked for that day. In practice,
Frier never enforces the documentation requirement. If an employee
calls in sick, he or she will get paid for the day provided the sick days for
the year do no exceed five days. To boot, if an employee comes up with

a non-medical, valid excuse for his or her absence, the employee might
be surprised to find that no pay deduction is made. Frier feels that ths

practice is a worthwhile investment. In his words, "Takng a sick day
when it is really a personal day is outright theft. I'm sure its accompanied with a sense of guilt. When I let it go by, I'm sure that the employee feels that he or she owes me somethng. Some day I'll call in the
LO.U. to my great advantage."
Frier's policy of selectively tolerating shirking is further seen by the

following two incidents involving two employees, Ben Green and
Leonard Sugarman.

Ben Green was the chief financial officer of Frier's company. The

first time Frier caught Ben makng personal use of the company's copier, Ben dreaded that he had just lost his job. To his great surprise, Frier

neither snarled nor berated him, and the "critical incident" notebook
was nowhere to be seen. Frier's silence emboldened Ben to repeat the

offense two weeks later. But, when the ubiquitous Frier caught him
again and reacted with a type of silence that did not even send out "bad

vibrations," Ben spontaneously developed the attitude that Frier did
not mind at all that he made use of the copier for personal use. In fact,
the next time Frier caught him in the act, Green felt not even a twnge
of guilt about using the copier. Eventually, just before he was fired, Ben

considered making use of the company's copier for his personal needs
an implicit frnge benefit.
Sugarman is the company's resident poet. He writes the prose as
well as the dialogue between the cartoon characters that appears on

the company's greeting cards. In a meeting with Sugarman and the
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company's artist, Manfred Olemark, Frier stumbled onto the fact that
Sugarman had appropriated a Crayola crayon box for his son Eric's arts

and crafts school project. As soon as Frier got wind of ths he turned
to Sugarman and exclaimed, "You should have taken Olemark's pastels

for Eric's project." Sugarman took this comment to mean that Frier
had no objection to what he had done and perhaps was even pleased

that the company's inventory could be drawn upon to help along
Eric's school project.

UNILATERALY IMPOSING RULES AFER
THE CONTRACT IS SIGNED
One basic issue Frier's work rules raise is the legitimacy of springing
rules on a new employee without first properly informing him of the
prospect in the negotiating stage of a contract. The issue revolves

around how we should categorize these rules. Should the work rules be
regarded as enforcements of Frier's rights against misappropriation and
protection against harm? If the rules are viewed in this manner, springing them on a new employee does not deprive the worker of an amenity
that might otherwise be legitimately expected. Or, perhaps, Frier's rules
deprive his employees of actual amenities. Since the denied amenities
translate into negative psychic income, candidates are entitled to know
of these rules in weighing Frier's employment offer, no less than is their
entitlement to know of the wages, pension and health benefits Prier is
offering before signing on.

FACE TIME AND HAAK
Let us begin with face time. Frier's strict rules regarding face time are
apparently consistent with the duty Halakha imposes on someone hired
1 This

to work at fixed hours not to idle on the employer's (E) time.

tye of worker is called a poJel (henceforth, P). Idling on E's time forfeits for P the wages he would have earned for this period.2 The conduct of the biblical Jacob as he went about tending the sheep of his
father-in law, Laban, is relevant here. The sages regard Jacob as the
model of the worker of integrity.3 Recounting to his wives, Rachel and
Leah, the manner in which he tended the flocks of their father, Laban,

Jacob proclaims: "I was there, by day the heat consumed me, and frost
by night; my sleep drifted from my eyes" (Genesis 31:40).
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Indicative of the stricture the sages took regarding idling on E's
time is the abbreviated version of the after meal benedictions formula as
well as the shortened version of the daily prayers they prescribed for P.4

Frier's insistence that his staff should at all times be at their work stations is apparently well grounded in halakha. He can even point to the

biblical Jacob as a model for his staff to emulate. There is, however,
more to the story here. Consider that despite the institution of shortened benedictions and prayers for P, E eventually developed a liberal

attitude in this matter. It took the form of voluntarily allowing P to
recite the standard texts prescribed for these religious duties. The conse-

quence of ths liberalzation of attitude was that the right to recite the
standard formulae for these religious duties became an implicit condition

of employment for p,5 Moreover, once the standard formulae became
established, recital of the longer texts becomes obligatory, and P has no
right to agree in advance to recite only the shorter formulae.6

What the above development regarding the right of P to recite
standard prayer and benedictions on the job ilustrates is the role that
prevailng practice (minhag) plays in labor relations. If a clear-cut min-

hag can be identified for a particular condition of employment, that
practice will become operative for the labor agreement at hand if the

labor contract was silent on that matter. The length of the workday provides a case in point. By dint of Torah law, P must leave his home for
the workplace at sunrise and continue to work at the workplace until
nightfall.7 But, suppose the labor agreement was silent on the issue of
the workday but local practice was for P's workday to extend only, say,
from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Here, local custom prevails and P's workday wil
be set from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.8 The shorter workday of local custom will

set for P his daily schedule even if E agreed to give him a higher than

competitive wage and claims that he did so only with the implicit
understanding that the work day should extend to the Torah law work

day.9 One final point here. If Pagreed in advance with E's explicit stipulation that the workday should be the Torah law workday, the stipulation is binding even if local custom calls for a shorter workday.lo
Let us apply the rule of minhag to Frier's face time regulations. Can
there be any doubt that Frier's rules against both a coffee break and his

insistence that everyone remain "glued" to their work stations throughout the entire work day run against prevailng practice in labor relations
all across America? Reinforcing this judgment is the widespread societal
outrage against "sweatshop" conditions in the labor market.ll Because

Frier's rules effectively create "prison like" conditions for his workforce,
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many would condemn him for running a "sweatshop" tye of operation. These rules hence certainly run counter to the prevailng norm.
The upshot of the above analysis is that Frier's rules that disallow a

coffee break and his prohibition for a worker to leave his or her work
station other than to use the facilties deprives his workforce of amenilabor market in
ties that enjoy just about universal currency in the legal

the Unites States. Because Frier makes no mention of these rules in the
negotiating stage of the labor contract, he has no right to unilaterally
impose these rules on a captive labor force. This judgment holds even
in respect to the portion of his labor force he pays above competitive

wages to.

PERSONAL CALLS
Should the selfsame judgment apply to Frier's blanket prorubition against

making a personal local call even when P places the call when he is in
between assignments? And what of his prohibition against receiving outside calls? Consider that by dint of Torah law P is duty bound to apply
himself to the task at hand on a continuous basis.12 Breakng away from
the task at hand even for a short interval makes P guilty of misusing Es
time and should be regarded as an act of misappropriation (gezel).

Perhaps, the above concern can be dismissed with the argument that
because the cost to E is so trvial, P may operate under the assumption that
E wi surely waive rus claims in ths matter when he finds out about it.
Relevant here is the rights of a service worker or craftsman (VV to

keep residual portions of the material he is supplied with by E. The
launderer may keep the small shreds that fall out while he is rinsing
the garment. Likewise, the fine shavings that fall off the board the
carpenter planes belong to him.13 Why these insignificant materials
belong to W cannot be explained simply on the basis of their trivial
value. We should not ignore the fact that these insignificant materials

are inherently the property of E. The law pertaining to the stealing of
an item worth less than a peruta must here be invoked. A peruta is
equal in value to an amount of silver weighing a half-grain of barley.14
If A steals from B an item worth less than a peruta) A is not obligated
to return the item to B.IS Because the item has only trivial monetary

value we presume that B waives his claim to recover the item.16 But,

misappropriating B's property even if it has only trivial monetary
value for the owner is prohibited conduct.17 This is so because the
owner assuredly experiences pain and anguish at the moment he dis-
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covers that his property has been misappropriated, even if the said
property is not worth a peruta.18 To be sure, given the insignificant
value involved, this pain quickly dissipates. B) therefore, comes
around to waive his claim in the matter. The presumption that B
eventually waives his rights in the matter does not, however, legitimize A's theft in the first place!

Further supportive of the notion that the right of W to keep the
residual portion of the material supplied him is not based on looking at
the value of these materials alone is the ruling that the particles that the
wool comber pulls out of the garment in doing his job is the property
of E. Compared to the launderer, the comber pulls out more particles
from the garment. Because the amount of particles involved is substantial, E presumably wishes to retain ownership of the material.19 Now, if
the right of E to keep the residual portion of the material he was sup-

plied with is based solely on the insignificant value involved, why doesn't the wool comber keep the same number of particles the law allows
the launderer to keep?

Another difficulty of labor law dealing with the residual portion of
the material W is supplied with is the ruling that if W performs the job
on Es premises even the sawdust belongs to B.20 Now, if Ws right to
the residual materials is based solely on their insignificant value, why

should the circumstance that the job is performed on B's premises
result in W losing his rights to the residual materials entirely?

The above difficulties lead to the thesis that the issue of who has
the property right in the residual materials should be analyzed in terms
of whether B reaps a net gain if we assign the property right to w: We
take it as a given that when B enters into a labor contract with W, E
desires that W should produce for him the finest workmanship possible.

Toward this end E is always in a state of readiness to offer Wa goodwill
gesture that costs him nothing to assure that W will apply himself with
his utmost diligence to the task at hand. Consider that in many
instances the residual materials from the job will be more valuable to W
than they are to E. A case in point is the particles W removes when he
launders E's garment. Given that the quantity involved is small, these

particles have no monetary value for E. Not so for W. Because W is
constantly plying his trade, the particles he accumulates on ths job wil
combine with particles he will accumulate on his next job. For B to deny
W somethng that is of no monetary value to himself but has value for
W smacks of a meanness of spirit. Denying W the right to keep the particles hence can only work to adversely affect Ws productivity. Allowing
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W to keep the particles, on the other hand, does no less than generate a
goodwill gesture to him.
Standing at the basis of W's right to keep the residual materials in
the above cases, according to R. Moshe Isserles (Poland, 1525 or 15301572), is the presumption that Eis not particular (eno makpid) to retain
ownership of the materials involved.21 Note that in R. Isserles' under-

standing the basis of W's right to keep the residual material is not the
trivial value of these materials per se, but rather the presumption that E
is not makpid. What the above analysis has done is to put concreteness
into the word makpid and define it in terms of whether E expects to
realze a net benefit in the matter. Specifically, if E expects to realize a

net benefit in the matter, he is not makpid that W should retain the
residual materials. If, on the other hand, E does not expect to realize a
net benefit in the matter, he is makpid that W should retain ownership

in his property regardless of the value involved.
At ths juncture Let us take note that R. Solomon b. Isaac under-

stands the launderer's right to the insignificant shreds to obtain even if
E has made it be known before W took on the job that he is particular
about retaining the particles. Notwthstanding that E has expressed in
no uncertain terms that he is particular about this matter, we simply do

not reckon with E's atttude, and W is permitted to keep the particles.22
Why we don't reckon with E's protest can be explained on the basis
that E's attitude runs in the face of the presumption that allowing W to

keep the particles generates a net benefit for E.
The net benefit criterion explains why a wool comber is not entitled to even a portion of the shreds he removes while performing his

service. Since the quantity of particles the wool comber removes is
somethng of value, we cannot presume that E is willng to forego ths
value in order to generate a goodwil gesture to W.

Another point that the above thesis clarifies is why performing the
job on E's premises changes the law and makes even sawdust the property
ofE.23 This is so because the gain for E in all the residual material cases is

the prospect that allowing W to keep the residual materials wi increase
his productivity and denyig him ths amenity wi sharply reduce his productivity. This all makes sense if W operates on his own premises and
hence is unsupervised. Here, E has a vested interest that W should not be
resentful or pett and subconsciously fall short of his best effort. This,
however, is not the case when W performs the job on E's premises and is
under E's supervision. Here, E relies on his own supervision to insure that

he gets top value for his money. Consequently, we have no right to pre-
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sume that E is wing to give up anythng that is rightflly his, regardless
onts value, in order to make a goodwi gesture to W.24

The notion that A has a license to misappropriate B's property
when it is objectively evident that B will derive a net benefit from the

action finds support in R. Judah's dictum that a bystander may take
away the cress plants that grow among the flax plant. Such action does
not constitute misappropriation.25 Expounding R. Judah's dictum, R.

Solomon b. Isaac (France, 1040-1105) avers that the action of the
bystander actually generates a net benefit to the owner, as cress cause

. more damage to flax than the cress plants are worth.26

PROHIBITING PERSONAL TELEPHONE
PRILEGES ON A BLANKET BASIS
We move now to apply the net benefit criterion to analyze the issue of
whether it is ethcal for P in the absence of an explicit rule prohibiting

the conduct, to appropriate for himself minimum personal telephone
privieges on company time. In exploring this issue we begin with the

more fundamental question of whether it is ethical for E to promulgate
in advance a blanket prohibition against personal telephone calls.
We begin with the principle that by dint of Torah law P has a right
to withdraw without penalty from his contract to work.27 Let us ilustrate the nature of this right by means of an arithmetic example:
E hires PI to work for him for eight hours at $10 an hour. At the
end of four hours PI tells E that he is quitting. At this juncture the
wage rate has gone up to $15 an hour. Hiring a replacement worker,

P2, requires E to expend an additional $60 to complete the job.
Because P has a right to withdraw from work without penalty, Pis entitled to the entire $40 prorated wages he earned up to the point of his
withdrawal, and is not docked $20 to compensate E for the extra cost
28
resulting from his withdrawal.

Why P has a right to withdraw in the middle of the workday without penalty is discussed at Bava Metsia 10a:
A worker can withdraw from his employment even in the middle of the day
Israel are servants unto Me (Leviticus 25:42)-In effect,
God says, "they are My servants, and not servants to other servants!"
for the chidren of

In his explication of the above talmudic text, R. Yom Tov Ishbil
(Sevile, ca. 1250-1330) contends that the retraction right is conferred
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to insure that P should not be bound to his employer against his will.

Without the retraction right, the labor contract wil be akin to servitude.
Following this line of reasoning, R. Ishbil goes on to say that the retraction right is conferred only on a worker who contracts to woi:k at specific

hours (poJel). Absent the retraction right, obligating oneself to work at
specific hours is akn to servitude. But, the retraction right is not conferred on a worker who is paid for finished work and who does not oblito work at specific hours (kabbelan). Because the kabbelan's
undertaking carries with it the liberty to withhold work at any specific
gate himself

29

time, the Sages did not confer the kabbelan the retraction right.

R. Ishbil's exposition requires further clarification. Conferring P
with a retraction right, in R. Ishbil's thinking, is what frees the labor

agreement from being akin to servitude. But, consider that the labor
agreement generates only a commitment on the part of P to undertake
E's assignment but generates for E no lien on the person of p'30 P's

contract is hence, in any case, inherently not akin to servitude. It is for
ths reason that there is no objection for P to agree voluntarily to a no

retraction clause. This clause does not violate: "They are My servants,
and not servants to other servants. "31 Why then is it necessary to confer

P with a retraction right? This difficulty leads to the proposition that
the retraction right is rooted in a psychological need of the worker.

Because he obligates himself to work at specific hours, the agreement
naturally generates for the worker a feeling of losing his independence.
This feeling is not rooted in the legal status that becomes operative for
him as a result of the agreement, but rather is purely psychological in

nature. Giving P a retraction right removes the psychological burden of
loss of independence.
It follows from this analysis that the Torah's definition of servitude
in connection with the prohibition of: They are My servants-and not
servants to other servants-does not simply relate to the legal realm but
consists of a psychological element as welL.

Once it is recognized that contracting to work for fixed hours is
psychologically debiltating and akn to servitude for P, the retraction

right can be viewed as not only preserving the independence of p, but
as generating a net benefit for E as well.

In developing the thesis that conferring P with a retraction right
generates a net benefit to E we note, preliminarily, that P's retraction
right is not recognized when leaving the work scene wi generate a mateloss to E. This circumstance is referred to as the davar ha-avud case.

rial

An example of davar ha-avud) cited in the Talmud, is the hiring of
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a worker to remove flax from its steeping. If the task is not performed
loss. Another example is the hiring of
a worker to bring litter-carriers and pipers to a wedding ceremony.
Since the litter-carriers and pipers are sent with the purpose of enhancing the ceremony, delay in their dispatch will defeat the purpose of the

immediately, E will suffer material

32

sender because they will arrive after the ceremony is already over.

Another circumstance where P's retraction right is not recognized
obtains when the motivation for withdrawing is to secure a higher paying job elsewhere.

33

Taken together, the above exceptions have the effect of severely
limiting the operational significance of the retraction right for p'34

The flip side of the coin is to contend that P's retraction right
works only to harm minimally E. But, before makng this judgment call,

the impact of P's retraction right on the transaction costs of E to hire
replacement workers must be considered. In one scenario the labor
force is low-skilled, homogeneous and the usual duration a worker hires

himself out for is either for a number of hours or on a per diem basis.
Here, quitting in the middle of the day, other things equal, may not be
disruptive. This is so because the supply side of the marketplace features
an abundant number of workers who are both capable and wiling to fill
in the gap B faces as a result of P's retraction. Here, P's retraction is
minimally disruptive for E and entails no cost other than the toil and

effort involved in hiring replacement workers. The situation depicted
above probably describes the labor market in the time of the Talmud.
But, consider that in modern times, workers, other than temps, never
hire themselves out for only

one day. Accordingly, a sudden quit by P

may entail considerable search and training outlays by E to replace him.
Does halakha recognize the right of P to quit even when the quit will
be both costly and disruptive for E as far as the future operation of his
business is concerned? Relevant here is the modern day discussion

regarding the notice requirement the employer owes an employee who
was hired for an indefinite term. This type of worker is commonly
referred to as an employee-at-wil.
In halaka, the requirement to give an employee-at-wil notice is a
matter of contract law. Various views have been advanced regarding the

length of the notice requirement. Underlying all the formulations is the
recognition that a sudden firing disrupts the income flow of the
employee-at-will and or saddles him with the market search costs of
getting reabsorbed in the workforce.

35

Likewise, a sudden quit by an employee-at-wil disrupts the income
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flow of the employer and or saddles him with the search and orientation

costs associated with hiring a replacement worker. If notice is an
implied condition of employment for the employer, the same logic puts

this responsibilty on the employee. This makes it unethical for the
employee-at-will to quit without giving notice.
While P's retraction right entails little downside for EJ the operation
of the rule may very well generate a considerable upside for him.

Consider that in the judgment of the Sages working at fixed hours psychologicaly depresses P to the point of makng him feel that he has lost
his freedom and is chained in a servitude relationship vis a vis E. Confer-

ring P with the right to withdraw from the work scene without penalty,
even though ths right is by no means absolute, restores P's mindset to
the extent that he no longer equates working at fixed hours to a status of
servitude. The retraction right hence cultivates in P a more positive attiless
encumbered, the rule can only work to induce P to apply himself to the
task at hand more energeticaly. The upside for E therefore is that the
tude toward his job. Because P's retraction right makes him feel

retraction right actually works to increase P's productivity.

One could argue that P's retraction right is meaningful only in the

context of a labor marketplace where both employers demand labor and
workers supply their labor on a day-to-day basis. Within this milieu, P's
knowledge that he can quit at any time without forfeiting any portion
of the prorated wages he has already earned is psychologically comfort-

ing. This is so because tomorrow, P can offer his services again on a
day-to-day basis and latch on to a different employer more to his likng.
What meaning does P's retraction right have, however, on the modern
work scene where E demands labor and P supplies his serves on a longterm basis? One could argue that in the modern work scene P's retrac-

tion right is reduced to a vapidity. Consider that suddenly quitting his
job wil incur for P significant job search costs. It is for this reason, as
discussed above, that halakhah protects P against sudden discharge and
requires E to give him proper notice. If the modern work scene renders
P's retraction right meaningless, then, nothng rubs in P's dependency
status more than a work rule that chains P and at the same time generates no tangible benefit for E. This would be the judgment for a blanket
prohibition on P to place a personal call even when the call is very short
and is placed in between assignments. The same judgment holds for a
blanket prohibition on P to accept outside calls. Two variations can be
identified here. If the call comes during a lull in the work flow, denying
p the right to accept the call and minimally converse with the caller has
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the effect of making P totally inaccessible to the outside world and
hence chaining him to the workplace. If the call does not come at a lull,
denying P the right to take the call does not foist on him a work envi-

ronment akin to servitude. But, if P is denied even an opportunity to
ascertain that the call did not involve an emergency that required his
immediate attention, the rule will generate a feeling on the part of P
that his job is akin to servitude.

The upshot of the above analysis is that a rule that prohibits in a
blanket way the accepting or the placing of personal calls during business hours undermines the mindset of liberty P is entitled to feel while
on the job. Promulgating a rule that prohibits in blanket manner personal calls is hence halakhically problematic because it interferes with a
basic entitlement of P.

APPROPRITING FOR ONESELF MINIMA
PERSONAL TELEPHONE CALLS
Let us now consider a variation of the above case. Suppose E never
promulgated any rules relating to either accepting or placing personal
calls. Does P enjoy some minimal

latitude here? Arguing in the affirma-

tive is that appropriating for oneself this amenity in a minmal way is a
basic entitlement. It is P's way of giving minimum substance to his
retraction right in the modern work scene. If P wants to be strict about
this matter and deny himself ths privilege entirely, he wil soon regard
his job as akin to servitude. Moreover, because appropriating for himself a minimum telephone priviege frees P of a shackled mindset, E benehigher productivity from P. P's appropriation of a minmum personal telephone privilege hence generates a net beneft for E.
fits in the form of

The net benefit argument is reinforced when one considers that P's
retraction right confers P with leverage over E. We will proceed to analyze the nature of this leverage and show that drawing out its implication legitimizes the presumption that E implicitly agrees in advance to

the minimal personal telephone privilege. Consider the following scenario: P comes to E and proposes that he be allowed to quit his job without pay for a brief interlude of say fifteen to twenty minutes during a
lull in the workfow. P explains that he plans to use ths chunk of time
to make a few personal calls outside the premises of the business. P goes
on to propose that E should rehire him at the conclusion of the twenty-

minute period and restore his lost pay. Since the initial part of P's pro-
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posal generates no tangible loss for E) the request should be viewed as

perfectly ethical and proceeding naturally from the retraction right
halaka endows P with. Because the quit-rehire proposal is not extor-

tion, P should not be penalized beyond losing his pay for the time he is
out. But consider that E is under no obligation to accede to the second
part of Ws request, namely, that he should rehire him at the conclusion
of the twenty-minute interlude. As a practical matter, E wil, in al probabilty, find it in his own self-interest to rehire P. This is so because hiring
someone else incurs for E market search, retraining and transaction costs.
Rehiring P after the personal time interlude is over avoids these costs.
Once we concede that P can make E agree to the personal telephone
break, it is but a small step to show that P may appropriate ths amenity
for himself on the grounds that E implicitly agrees to it in advance. To
make ths argument we need only show that E prefers appropriation to
direct tals with P. Let us see why. Consider that P can bring up his quit-

rehire proposal as often as he likes, even on a daily basis. If P would not
actualy quit, but, instead, remain at his workstation, then, the time nec-

essary to make the personal calls would be cut in half. Cutting the personal time interlude in half is not only important for E time-wise, but it
has the additional advantage of reducing the risk that a davar ha-avud
assignment would not unexpectedly come up for P in his absence. E
would therefore be far better off if P would not bring up his quit-rehire

proposal at al and instead just take matters in his own hands and appropriate for himself a minmal personal telephone privilege.
In the final analysis, P's license to appropriate for himself minimal

personal telephone privileges is predicated on the presumption that
such conduct generates a net benefit for E. Let us take a moment to
spell out what the loss and gain for E consists of. The loss for E consists
of the opportunity cost he incurs for the time P spends on the personal
telephone calls. Counted on the benefit side for E) however, is not only
P's increased productivity, but also the marginal opportunity cost P's

quit-hire scheme could have imposed on him had he only chosen to
bring it up in direct talks.

People differ widely in respect to what liberties they feel they
must have in order not to regard their jobs as akin to servitude. In ths
regard, some might include in their wish list a need to keep abreast with
the local, national and international news, checking up on one's finan-

cial portfolio and keeping up on the sports news. Proceeding from the
above analysis is that P's license to appropriate minimal personal tele-
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phone privileges stands on delicate ground. Each self-permitted extension of the privilege runs the risk that E will no longer realize a net bene-

fit from the conduct. One strongly suspects that the benefit side of the
calculation is given to sharply diminishing returns as the time P spends
on personal telephone calls increases. Accordingly P must exercise cau-

tion in this matter and not test the waters to see if he can get away with
going beyond the minimal level of privilege without drawing E's
protest. In respect to makng personal calls, P's license is to communicate so much so that he should not feel shackled. P enjoys, however, no

right to socialize with anyone on company time in a non-job related
context. In respect to outside calls, P should bear the responsibilty to
tell anyone whom he gives out his number to that the number should
only be used to contact him in an emergency.

The net benefit argument is somewhat attenuated when the workplace has only one telephone line shared by many employees. Add to
this the complication that the firm is a medical practice. Within this

context, making personal telephone calls in between assignments blocks
incoming calls and may cause considerable harm.
Arguably the above-described scenario is a rare instance, as even
small businesses find it to the advantage of their bottom line to operate
with more than one telephone line, or, at least, install the call-waiting
feature in their communications system. Let's, however, consider the
halakic ramifications of the above scenario. Verily, if the communications system of the firm lacks the capacity to handle more than one call
at a time, the net benefit argument is weakened and P would have no

license to make his personal call in between assignments. Moreover, by
the strict letter of the law E would have the right to prohibit the conduct outright. But, the only thing standing in the way from makng the

personal telephone privilege a win-win proposition is E's refusal to
equip his communications system to handle more than one call at a

time. Given the insignificant man¡inal cost involved in setting up his
communications system with this capacity, E's duty to act lifnim meshurat ha-din (beyond the letter of the law)36 u1les him to make this
expenditure. To be sure lifnim meshurat ha-din generally makes a claim

only on an individual's toil and effort, but does not make a demand on
him to incur an expense.37 Nonetheless, when the expense is involved is
trivial, the expense should be incurred. Not incurring the expense is
regarded as very petty conduct.38
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ABBA HILKI-THE RIGHTEOUS POJEL
The Talmud cites Abba Hilkia, the grandson of the famous Honi the
Circle-maker, as the paragon of the righteous poJel.39 What follows is an

episode in the life of Abba Hilkia.40 Analysis of the story wil have a

bearing on the issue of the ethics for P to interrupt his work and
respond to an outside caller:
Abba Hilkia was a grandson of Honi the Circle-Maker-and when the

world needed rain, the rabbis would send (a request) to him, and he
would pray for mercy, and the rains would come. Once, (when) the
world needed rain, the Rabbis sent a pair of rabbis to him (to ask him)
to pray for mercy that the rains come-They went to his house but did

not find him-They went (out) to the fields and found him hoeingthey greeted him, ve-lo asbar-le-hu appei (he did not turn his face to
them, Rashi). In the evening-when he gathered up (some) wood (he
carried the wood and hoe on one shoulder, -and his cloak on (the
other) shoulder. -The entire way (home), he did not wear shoes; (but)

when he came to (a stream of) water, he put on his shoes (to cross it).When he came to (an area of) thorns and thistles, -he lifted (the hem
of) clothing, (thereby exposing his legs to the thorns). When he reached

the town, his wife came out to meet him adorned (with jewelry).When he reached his house, his wife entered first, -then he entered,and the rabbis (were) then (invited to) enter. -He (then) sat down and

ate bread, -without saying to the rabbis, "come (and) eat," (i.e. he did
not invite them to join in the mealJ.-He apportioned bread to the children;-to the older (child he gave) one (bread to eat), and to the

younger (child he gave) two. -He (then) said (quietly J to his wife: " I

know that the rabbis have come (to ask me to pray) for rain. -Let us go
up to the roof and pray for mercy; -perhaps the holy One, blessed is
He, will accept (our prayer), and rain will come, -and we will not (have
to) take credit for ourselves (for bringing the rain)- They went up to

the roof.-He stood at one corner- and she (stood) at (another) corner, (and they prayed and were answered.)- (When the rain came), the

clouds arrived earlier from that corner where his wife (stood in prayer).
-When he came down (from the roof), he said to them: "Why have the

rabbis come?"-They said to him: -"The Rabbis have sent us to ask
you to pray for mercy for rain."-He said to them: -"Blessed is the

Omnipresent, Who did not require you (to depend) upon Abba
Hilkia.- They said to him: "We know that the rain has come on account
of (the prayer of) the master, -but would the master (please) explain to
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us-these things that puzzle us. -Why, when we greeted the master, 10

asbar 1an mar appeih (the master did not turn his head toward us,
Rashi)- He said to them: "I was (hired as) a day worker, and 1 said to
myself (that since I am being paid by the day), to eppagar.

Abba Hilkia's initial reaction to the rabbinical delegation bears
directly on the issue of whether it is ethcal for P to take out time to
respond minimally to a visitor or caller. The narrative says that when the
delegation arrived /0 ashar /ehu appeih. R. Samuel Eliezer b. Judah ha-

Levi Edels (Poland, 1555-1623) understands this phrase to mean that
Abba Hilkia did not return the greeting of the rabbis' altogether,4 R.
Solomon b. Isaac (Rashi, France, 1040-1105), however, interprets the
phrase to mean that Abba Hila did not turn his face toward the rabbis
in response to their greeting.42 In this understanding of the phrase,
Abba Hilkia could very well have returned their greeting. Apparently
following Rashi's line, R. Joseph Hayyim b. Elijah al-hakham (Baghdad,
1834-1909) theorizes that Abba Hilkia did respond to the rabbis'
greetings, albeit in a very perfunctory manner, i.e., without the warmth
and enthusiasm one usually greets people of stature with. In R. Joseph
Hayyim's view Abba Hilkia did not interrupt his work of hoeing while
he returned the greeting of the delegation of rabbis. 43

In speculating whether Abba Hilka briefly interrupted his work to
return the rabbis' greetig, it is instructive to focus on the key phrase to

eppagar he used in explainig why he was unresponsive to them. Note
that the root pgr means either laziness44 or weakness.45 Consider that

Abba Hilkia could have responded to ebatal, i.e. "I (decided) not to interrupt (my work)." Instead, he said, "I (decided) not to be lazy or display
weakess." Now, there is a basic difference between interruption versus

weakness or laziness. Interruption is evident even if it occurs ever so
briefly, but weakness or laziness is evident only if it is manfested over a
significant stretch of time. What Abba Hia conveyed to the delegation
was therefore essentially that his status as poJet disallowed him from breaktime with them.

ing off from work and spending a signifcant chunk of

Another relevant matter in the narrative for the issue at hand is the
circumstance that Abba Hilkia did not ask the rabbis the purpose of
their mission until after he traveled home and had a meal with his family. Making the rabbis wait so long without attending to them entails a
possible violation of the prohibition of causing someone needless mental anguish (ona)at devarim).46 Relevant here is the following text at

Mekhilta Shemot 180:22:
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Said R. Shimon to R. Ishmael: Master! I cannot for the life of me
understand what I have done to deserve execution. Whereupon R.
Ishmael replied: Have you ever kept a man who came to you for a law-

suit or consultation waiting until you had a drink, put on your shoes
and cloak? The Torah stated: If affict you afficted (Exodus 22 :22 )whether a grievous affiction or a trivial one. He answered him: You
have consoled me, 0 master.
Proceeding from Mekhilta is that R. Shimon violated ona)at devarim
by means of his inaction or passivity. Specifically, by not immediately giving his attention to an anxiety-ridden person, he effectively prolonged

that person's state of anxiety and hence violated ona)at devarim.

In evaluating Abba Hilkia's conduct in respect to the ona)at
devarim interdict, Let us note that the rabbis came to him without a
prior appointment. Moreover, because the rabbis found Abba Hilkia
busy at work hoeing in the field, they had no reasonable expectation
that he should interrupt his work to give them attention. To be free of

the ona)at devarim interdict, Abba Hilkia should, however, let the rabbis know immediately when he will see them. To tell the rabbis when he

first encountered them that he would be finished with his work at
nightfall, but to delay in giving them an audience until he first traveled
home, ate a meal with his family and went up together with his wife to
anxiety-ridden people
and hence violates ona)at devarim. Could Abba Hilkia give the rabbis a
precise appointment? No. Consider that Abba Hilkia desperately wanted to hide from the rabbis his power to make the rain come through his
the attc to pray for rain, amounts to putting off

supplication. To accomplish this he could not let the rabbis know why

he and his wife went up to the attic after the conclusion of the meaL.

Abba Hilkia could therefore not simply spell out for the rabbis a
sequence of activities he would be involved in after work, culminating
with the attic prayer session with his wife, and tell them that he would
see them then.

What the above discussion has done is to uncover yet another
aspect of the Abba Hilkia's conduct that must be called mysterious.

Given the long delay between his initial contact with the rabbis and
when he finally got around to asking them why they had come to see
him, how did Abba Hilkia avoid violating ona)at devarim? To avoid
violation of ona)at devarim Abba Hilka must have, we theorize, told
the rabbis that they would be free to follow him about after he completed his work and when he was ready he would attend to them.
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Recall the proposition we offered earlier that a poJel is inherently
entitled to break off from his work and minimally respond to an outside
call to determine if it is an emergency situation, requiring his immediate
attention. Providing support for this proposition is the Abba Hilkia inci-

dent. Why Abba Hilka is cited as the model of the righteous poJel is now

clear-cut. Abba Hilkia was given this distinction because he is the
paragon of the individual who exercises an inherent right without abusing the privilege involved. Perhaps, the most important thing Abba Hilkia
did to insure that his break from work would be minimal was the circumstance that he did not turn his face to the rabbis in returning their
greeting. By doing ths, Abba Hilkia immediately communicated to the
rabbis that his interaction with them at ths time would be minimaL.

Recall that Abba Hilkia first revealed to the rabbis that he was a
poJelonly after they inquired of him why 10 asbar Ian mar appeih. The
rabbis put this question to him only at the very end of their stay with

him. What this indicates is that unti that point the rabbis were unaware
that Abba Hilka was employed as a poJel. Until the rabbis had ths firm
knowledge that Abba Hilkia was a poJelJ they were under the impression

that the little time he did spend with them was his own time. Abba
Hilkia's omission, no doubt, was by deliberate design to keep his interaction with the rabbis as brief as possible. But, the omission also communicated to the rabbis that he had no guilt feelings that the little con-

versation he was having with them was somehow stealing the time of
his employer.

TAKNG OUTSIDE PERSONAL CALLS AND HAAK
An examination of the prohibition for a poJel to stand up for a Talmudic
scholar (hakham) wil show that the right of the poJel to receive outside
personal calls is limited. Moreover, it will also show that a poJel has a
duty to inform his relatives and friends that they should not call him at
work unless the message is urgent and is necessary as the only way to
avoid significant aggravation or loss.
The biblical verse: You shall rise in the presence of an old person

and you shall honor the presence of an elder and you shall have fear of
your God-I am Hashem (Leviticus: 19:32) sets out the duty to rise in
the presence of a hakham (rabbinical scholar).47 The sages, however,
prohibited a poJel from standing up for a hakham.48 Unlike the ordinance that disallowed a poJel from reciting the standard texts for prayers
and benedictions, referred to earlier, this prohibition was not eventually
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swept away by the development of generous employer atttudes towards

workers. Accepting an outside call is apparently analogous to reacting

to the arrival on the work scene of a hakham. If standing up for a
hakham is prohibited, accepting outside calls should also be prohibited.
Moreover, how is the prohibition for a poJe1 to stand up for the Talmud
reconciled with the Abba Hikia incident discussed above? A close reading of ths incident shows that a poJe! is permitted a minimal response to
an unexpected surprise outside caller. Why, then, did the sages establish
a prohibition for a poJe! to stand up for a hakham?
Reconcilation between the conflcting points is achieved by focusing on some of the technical aspects of the law of standing up for a

hakham. First, Let us look at the definition of hakham. In R. Moshe
Isserles' view, hakham is understood to include not oiúy one's teacher

or one of the prominent Torah scholars of the generation, but also
includes one's superior in Torah scholarship.49 This expansive definition

of hakham creates the possibilty that someone who warrants a show of
respect from a poJe1will visit the work scene many times a day.

Another point of law that makes the obligation to stand up for a
hakham a time consuming enterprise is the requirement that one should
stand up for him in a manner that allows the hakham to perceive that

the "standing up" is in his honor. This translates into the requirement
that A should not stand up for the hakham until the hakham reaches

him. If A would get up sooner,

withn four amot (approx. eight feet) of

it would not be evident that getting up was in honor of the hakhamJ

50 To

but, instead, would be understood as motivated by A's own needs.

fulfil this obligation properly, A must hence watch the movements of
the hakham very carefully. Once A stands up for the hakham) he must
remain standing until the hakham passes by him.
Let us also consider the possibilty that the duty to stand up for a

hakham may be thrusted on the poJe! at a time that is inconvenient or
even disruptive from the standpoint of the employer.

We now can see why employers never decided that it would be
proper for them to absorb the costs of allowing their employees to

comply with the duty to stand up for a hakham. These costs are neither
trivial nor predictable. In sharp contrast, allowing his poJe! to accept a
short outside call during business hours ordinarily entails but a trivial

cost for the employer in both outlay and time and, in addition, is usually not disruptive.
The upshot of the above analysis is that the right of poJe! to accept
outside calls is very limited. The sages understood that the employer is
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very particular that the work scene should not be disrupted. What follows is a duty for the poJel to inform his relatives and friends that they
should not call him at work unless the message is urgent and delivering
it now is the only way to avoid significant aggravation or loss.

THE RIGHT OF THE POJEL TO WITHDRAW
AND PRODUCTnnTY THEORY
In this section we will place the halakhc right of P to withdraw from his

productivity theory in the current economic literature. We wil show that our thesis that the right of Pto withdraw generates for E a net benefit is consistent with both modern economic theory

job in the context of

and the empirical record that tests that theory. We begin with an explication of the efficiency wage theory.

The efficiency wage hypothesis states that some firms might be able
to improve worker productivity by paying a wage that is above the wage
paid by other firms. The reasoning here is that higher wages will elicit

increased effort and reduced shirking by employees. Higher wages may

also allow the firm to attract a more qualified pool of candidates to
choose from. Other possible benefits include lower turnover costs,
improved morale, more easily facilitated teamwork, and greater feelings
of loyalty by workers to the firm.51

The attractiveness of the efficiency wage model is that the theory
provides an explanation for large and persistent" noncompetitive"
wage differentials across firms and industries for workers with similar
productive characteristics. The theory also explains why equilibrium is
consistent with persistent involuntary unemployment.52

Professor George J. Borjas cites the example of how the efficiency

wage policy works to the advantage of the firm in less developed
economies. At the subsistence competitive wage, workers might not get
the nutrition necessary to maintain a healthy lifestyle. If firms pay the
competitive wage, they attract a work force composed of undernourished workers who are not very productive. As a result, it is possible for

a firm to enhance worker productivity and increase its profits by paying
workers a wage above the subsistence wage.

The empirical record supports the notion that there is a link
between the nutrition of workers and their productivity. A 10 percent

increase in caloric intake among farm workers in Sierra Leone, for
example, increases productivity by about 3.4 percentage points.53
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The efficiency wage hypothesis apparently has predictive value even
when the competitive wage the worker initially enjoys is above subsis-

tence. The Raff Summers study on why Henry Ford introduced the
five-dollar day in 1914 bears this out.
The five-dollar day proved a phenomenal success. Between 1914 and
1915 the Ford Company produced 15% more cars per day, with 2,000
or 14%, fewer workers and a reduction in the number of hours worked

per worker. These figures, supplied by Henry Ford himself in testimony
before the Industrial Relations Commission, suggest a close to 30% productivity increment. The figure Raff and Summers come up with based
on their statistical techruque is a 40% to 70% productivity gain.54
From an objective standpoint, Ford's introduction of the five-dol-

lar day was a risky proposition. The cost of introducing this wage
increase was ten milion dollars. This sum represented as much as onehalf of

the projected profits of

the company for 1914.55 Efficiency wage

factors Raff and Summers found plausible in explairung the motivational force behind the five-dollar wage were a desire to reduce turnover,
elicit greater work effort and a desire to improve worker morale.56
link between a supracompetitive wage and productivity, as Borjas points out, becomes weaker as the wage rises too high
above subsistence. This is so because at some point the increase in the
firm's labor costs will probably exceed the value of the increased productivity of its work force. There will exist a wage, however, called the
efficiency wage, where the marginal cost of increasing the wage exactly
The theoretical

equals the marginal gain in the productivity of the firm's workers.

57

The Sierra Leone and Ford studies lend support to the proposition
that a morale liftng measure introduced against an initial condition of
extremely low morale will be effective in raising productivity.
In the thnkng of the Sages, agreeing to work at fixed hours creates
for ~ other things being equal, an inherently low morale condition. It is

no less than a shackled condition akin to servitude. What rescues P
from this otherwise shackled condition is his theoretical right to withdraw from his work at any time without incurring a penalty for the time
he has worked up to that point. But, in the modern work scene, P's

retraction right is effectively reduced to a vapidity. Consider that suddenly quitting his job will incur for P significant job search costs. It is
for this reason, as discussed above, that halakha protects P against sudden discharge and requires E to give him proper notice. If the modern
work scene renders P's retraction right meaningless, nothing under-
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scores P's dependency status more than a work rule that chains P and at
the same time generates no tangible benefit for E. This would be the
judgment for a blanket prohibition on P to place a personal call even
when the call is very short and is placed in between assignments. The
same judgment holds for a blanket prohibition on P to accept outside
cals. Conferring P with minimal telephone privileges hence "unshack-

les" him and at the same time boosts his morale. If conferring the minimal telephone privilege boosts P's morale) his productivity will increase

as welL. It is therefore in E's self-interest to confer P with the minimal
telephone privilege. What follows as a corollary is that in the absence of
an explicit prohibition against telephone privileges, P has the right to

appropriate these privileges for himself. The argument here is that taking these privileges generates a net benefit for E.

PLAYNG COMPUTER GAMES
IN BETWEEN ASSIGNMENTS
Let us now turn to the ethcs for Frier to prohibit his staff from playing

computer games in between assignments. The ethcs of Frier's conduct
here revolves around both how P accesses the computer game and Frier's
motivation in prohibiting the conduct. Let us look at several scenarios.
The most objectionable scenario obtains when P wants to download computer games from the Internet. Since P's action slows down
the Internet connection for the entire office staff, P's action might

adversely affect the productivity of workers who are not in between
assignments. Frier is withn his rights to object to the downloading and
in the absence of an explicit prohibition, P has no right to appropriate
the privilege for himself.

In another scenario, P does not make use of the Internet to access
the computer game. Instead, he merely turns on the game application
program on his computer desktop. Here, we need to focus on Frier's

motivation in prohibiting the computer games in between assignments.
In one scenario Frier believes that playing video games between assign-

ments adversely affects P's productivity during working hours. The passion and excitement some people have for these games creates the possibilty that a worker who plays a game during a lull in the workflow will

continue to replay the game again and again in his mind when he
should be devoting his full concentration to the assignment at hand. If
this attitude is behind Frier's objection to the games, it should be pro-
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hibited for P to turn on the game program application on his desktop

computer. Consider that the computer is Frier's property and he has
every right to object to misappropriation of his property.
N ow, if the above concern rings true for a particular ~ the conduct

should be prohibited for that person even if there is no explicit rule
against it. The basis of prohibiting this conduct is the obligation of P to
58 On the basis of

exert himself on behalf of E with his utmost energy.

ths requirement, P may not work at night while under contract during
the day.

59 Similarly, P may not refuse to use his wages to provide himself

with minimum nourishment, even if the money saved is used toward
the support of his family.60 Similarly, a schoolteacher may not stay up

late at night or rise very early.61 In all these instances, the conduct
reduces P's productivity while performing his contracted work and is
therefore prohibited.62 If "moonlghting" is prohibited for P because it
adversely affects his productivity during his daytime job, then, playing
video games during a lull in the workflow should be prohibited for the
same reason.

Another reason why Frier might object to video games on company
time is that the conduct may drag down the work ethic at his place of
works in cubicles. The appearance of a video or card game on the screen of one of the desktop computers in one cubicle is therefore easily visible from the vantage point of
business. Consider that most of the staff

many of the other cubicles. Now, if everyone has a license to entertain
himself with a video or card game during a lull in the workflow, the
simultaneous appearance of these games on more than one computer
screen may very well create the false impression that not much work is
done at the Frier Greeting Card Company. Such a false impression can
do no less than drag down the work ethic at Frier's company.

If the concern not to undermine the work ethic is what stands
behind Frier's rile against computer games, running the computer game
on the company machine would be an act of misappropriation by P.
A variation of the above cases occurs when Frier sees no harm in the
video games, but prohibits the conduct anyway. He does so because as

principal owner and C.E.O. of the company, he feels he is entitled to
control the lives of his employees, at least during working hours. Any
rule that rubs in P's state of dependency heightens Frier's sense of control and enhances his sense of satisfaction.

If the rule against computer games is all about control and no
more, the halakhic validity of Frier's prohibition can be put to ques-
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tion. In this scenario, turning on the game application on Frier's computers cannot be summarily categorized as an act of misappropriation.

Consider that at a moment's notice P can switch off the game program and return to the software applications he uses in his work.
What loss therefore does Frier suffer if P entertains himself by run-

ning the game program in between assignments? The principle in
halakha is that if A benefits from B's property when the benefit
involved costs B nothing, A bears no compensation responsibility to
B. This rule is known as the zeh neheneh . . . principle. Denying a fel-

Iowa benefit when it costs one nothing is regarded by the Sages as
reflecting the character trait of the people of Sodom.63 In some
instances, Bet Din (a Jewish court) wil coerce (kofin) an individual
not to act in the manner of Sodomites.64
Would Bet Din order Frier to accede to P's request to allow him to
turn on the game application in between assignments when Frier can-

not identify any loss ths conduct would entail for him? Perhaps not.
The kofin principle has its limitations. In the opinion of one school of
thought, led by Tosafot, zeh neheneh . . . is only an ex post liabilty
exemption rule, but does not work to allow someone to affirmatively
make use of another's property. A case in point is the squatter case dis-

cussed at Bava I(amma 21a: A settles on B's property without the latter's knowledge. B had not put up the said property for rent. When B
discovers that A is squatting on his property, he exerts a rental claim

against A for the period of occupancy. Since A's action entails no loss
for B) A bears no compensation responsibilty for his period of occupancy. Nonetheless, discovery of A on his premises allows B to evict him.
B's right to do so obtains, according to Tosafot, even if he has no intent
65

to either rent or use the property himself.

Let us apply the above conceptualization of the kofin principle to the
case at hand. To be sure, P's request to turn on a computer game application when he is in between assignments entais no expense or disadvan-

tage for Frier; but the request entais allowing P to make use of Frier's
property. Frier is hence apparently withn his rights to refuse P's request.

Rejection of the kofin principle here should, however, be reserved.
Let us consider the rationale behind Tosafots conceptualzation of the
kofin principle.

In his analysis of Tosafots view, R. Shimon Shkop (Lithuania, 1860with the

1940) points out that ownership fundamentally manifests itself

element of control. The squatter's plea confronts the owner with not
only a request to make use of the land gratis but also demands the
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owner to relinquish his control of the said property for the period of

occupancy. Since the great majority of people harbor a preference to
retain control of their property, denying the squatter's request does not
reflect a Sodomite character.66

Applying R. Shkop's rationale of Tosafots view to the case at hand
would call for Frier to accede to P's request. Since Frier is not being
asked to relinquish control over his computer, but only to allow P to

turn on a game application in between assignments, denying the
request amounts to Sodomite behavior.

Another school of thought, led by R. Mordecai b. Hilel (Germany,
1240-1298), conceptualizes the kofin principle more broadly. In this
formulation, A's request to make affirmative use of B's property is not
always ilegitimate. The request is ilegitimate only when B intends to
either use the property himself or has at least the possibility to rent it out
to someone else, if he so desires, at the time the request was made. If B
neither intends to use the property himself and, in addition, has no pos-

sibility to rent it out at the time the request was made, denying A's
request reflects on the part of B a Sodomite character. Here, Bet Din
will direct B to allow A to make use of the property.67

Application of the above formulation to the case at hand should
make it mandatory for Frier to accede to P's request. Consider that it is
impossible to predict in advance the time of day and the amount of
time P will be in between assignments. Accordingly, it is impossible for
Frier to rent out in advance P's idle computer time to anyone. Because
Frier can identify no loss P's request entails for him, Bet Din will force
him to accede to it.
The upshot of the above analysis is that if Frier has no bottom line

concerns if his employees either download or turn on computer games
when they are in between assignments, he should not prohibit ths conduct. Given that accessing and playing these games in no way wrests
the computer hardware from Frier, prohibiting the conduct is Sodometic.
Given that bottom line concerns about playing the video games in
between assignments is legitimate, P has the responsibilty to be alert to
the possible harm playing these games could have on the work ethic of
his company. In the absence of express permission to play these games,
P is hence prohibited from doing so.
Many scenarios have been described. What is Frier's real attitude
toward video games? You guessed it: the answer is all of the above.
away control of

Specifically, Frier is concerned that allowing employees to play these
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games wil drag down the work ethic he desires to create. But, absent
any bottom line concern, he would, in any case, prohibit these games
because exerting control for the sake of control is a fundamental need in

his life. Given that Frier's bottom line concerns are legitimate, he
should not be barred from implementing his rule just because he also
loves to control people. Can Frier promulgate the rule and tell all concerned that the rule is rooted in productivity concerns? Consider that

Frier's declaration is not a lie as bottom line considerations independently motive his rule against video games. The answer here will depend
on how Frier generaly comports himself in the workplace. If his treat-

ment of subordinates is generally demeaning and debasing, then, the
workforce wi take the productivity motive he opelÙY declares as a sham.
Because the declaration accomplishes nothing to placate subordinates
regarding the need for the rule and serves olÙY to heap mockery on top

of the resentment they feel toward the rule, Frier's action exasperates il
feeling and hence causes needless mental anguish. Accordingly, Frier's

public relations ploy to put a positive spin on his rule violates the ona)at
devarim interdict.

APPROPRITING OFFICE SUPPLIES FOR PERSONAL USE
Prom the perspective of halaka making use of office supplies for personal use is an act of misappropriation. Legitimacy for this conduct cannot be given even if the item involved has only trivial monetary value.

Recall that misappropriating an item of even less than a peruta is prohibited conduct. Misappropriating someone's property even with the

intention to replace it with a more expensive item does not free the
offender (0) of the prohibition against theft.68 The only exception here

is the instance where we are certain that the misappropriation leaves the
victim (V) with a net advantage. Net advantage obtains when the following conditions are met: 1) The misappropriated property consists of
a non-household item;69 2) 0 leaves for V in exchange of the item he
took a more expensive item; and 3) At the same time that 0 takes possession of V's item he confers ownership of the more expensive item to
V through a third party.7°

Stealing office supplies generates no gain for B. This conduct
should therefore be prohibited even if E does not promulgate any
explicit prohibition against this conduct.
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PROMULGATING A RULE AGAINST MISAPPROPRITION
BUT DOING NOTHING TO ENFORCE IT
Recall the opening vignette involving Ben Green. Green was well aware
of

the company copi-

Frier's prohibition against making personal use of

er, but violated the interdict anyway and was caught redhanded doing
so. Frier chose not to reprimand Green for the infraction. Does Frier's

silence in the face of observing an open violation of his interdict license
Green to conclude that Frier was never serious about the interdict in

the first place and proceed in the future to treat personal use of the
copier as an implicit fringe benefit he had all along? No. Frier's non-

enforcement of his rules should be taken as saying to his employees "if

you thnk you can steal from me and get away with it, go ahead and
try." A similar case was dealt with by R. Joseph Trani (Italy, 15681639): A said to B, if I don't do such and such for you, then, you can
go ahead and steal from me." Since A made no arrangement to transfer
his property to B as a gif, his statement amounts to no more than an
invitation to B to steal from him. Since stealing is prohibited conduct, B

may not take up A on his invitation. Moreover, if B goes ahead and
takes something from A, the article he took must be regarded as a
"stolen object" anct must be returned to A (hashavat gezela)7i Similarly,

in the case at hand, non-enforcement of rules is not an implicit gift
transfer statement. It is, at most, an invitation to steal. Since stealing is a
prohibited act, P may not violate Frier's rules even though Frier makes
no attempt to enforce them. Moreover, whatever is taken is regarded as
an article of theft and must be returned.
Reinorcing the above judgment is the consideration that Frier's silence
in the face of his discovery of misappropriation may reflect no more than

economicaly rational behavior not to protest. Professor Paul S. Carli's
explanation of

why some employers tolerate non-serious forms of shikig

provides the logic here. Carlin defies non-serious shiking to consist of
behavior that is indisputably improper, but is tolerated by E because it
imposes only relatively modest current period costs on rum. Examples of
ths conduct offered by Carlin include occasional slight tardiess, takng

"sick days" when not realy sick, excessive number of coffee break, and
occasional personal use of an office copier. In deciding whether to disciplie

P for the instances of non -serious shikig he observes, E wi balance the
quasi-fied costs of dismissing and hirig replacements agaist the costs the
srurkig imposes on hi in the current period.72

What follows from the above analysis is that far from signaling
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approval, Es silence should be taken as communicating no more than
his conviction that the course of action that minimizes losses for him at

ths juncture in time is not to punish or even protest the misdeed.
If silence does not signal retroactive approval, perhaps an explicit

statement by E can accomplish this. In ths regard, Let us turn to the
Frier's interchange with Leonard Sugarman, referred to earlier in the
opening vignette. Recall that Sugarman took a box of company crayons
for his son Eric's arts and crafts project. When Frier got wind of it he
blurted out apparent approval to Sugarman by saying "You should have

used Olemark's pastels for Eric's project."
An analogous case is dealt in the Talmud in connection with the law

of betrothal. The law states that one can affect betrothal with a woman
by giving her money or an item worth at least a peruta to effect marriage. This money or item must be the property of the groom. If the

money or item he gives the woman is not his, the betrothal is not
effected. Against ths backdrop, the Talmud relates that a brew master
betrothed a woman by giving her date remnants. These date remnants
were the property of the owner of the brewery. In the manufacturing

process, it was common practice to use one bunch of dates to produce

several runs of beer. Because the dates would lose more and more of
their flavor in successive runs, each round produced a progressively
inferior grade of beer. Date remnants of various grades were lying about

in the factory and the brew master took one of them and betrothed a
woman with it. When the owner of the brewery discovered what the
brew master had done, he said to him "Why did you not give (her
some J of these (more J flavorful (remnants instead J "The issue at hand

was whether the owner's declaration should be construed as his
approval of what the brew master did. If the owner's remarks are to be
interpreted in this way, the brew master's action affected betrothal. On
the other hand, if we don't read approval into the words of the owner,

the brew master effected betrothal with the owner's money and the
betrothal was not vald. In resolving ths issue, the most basic point the
Talmud makes is that the owner of the brewery was under no obligation to give up any of his date remnants to the brew master. Accord-

ingly, instead of reading approval into his words, we should interpret
them as being said because he was embarrassed (mishum kisufa hu

de'avid) to insist to the brew master that he return the date remnants.
Because his ex post statement should not be taken as approval, we have

no basis to assume that if the owner had been consulted initially he
would have approved.73
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Proceeding from the above analogy is that Sugarman should not
take Frier's statement "You should have taken Olemark's pastels for
Eric's project "as an indication that the boss actually approved of what
he did. Sugarman should certainly not take Frier's comment as a revelation that making personal use of company property was a fringe benefit
he had all along.

FRIER'S OFFICE SUPPLY CLOSET AND HAAK
In the opening vignette we encounter Frier's harsh prohibition against

the personal use of office supplies. Yet, he not only makes no apparent
attempt to enforce his interdict, but also actually inveigles his employees
to misappropriate the office supplies for their personal use.
Frier's conduct runs afoul of the prohibition to create for a fellow a
settig for veiled misconduct. Such conduct is an aspect of the interdict
against facilitating a sin (lifnei iver 10 titen mikhshol). The prototype case
in the Talmud is the prohibition for L to lend money to B without the
benefit of witnesses. Such an arrangement effectively tempts B to repudiate the loan, as no one other than the lender can testify that the loan
actually took place,74

Frier's comportment in respect to his prohibition against the personal use of office supplies amounts to creating a setting for veiled misconduct for his employees. Frier does this by making the office supply

closet directly accessibly to everyone without accountability. Because the
hidden camera is a secret, employees imagine that taking the office supplies for personal use represents an opportunity to engage in veiled mis-

conduct. Frier's conduct hence inveigles his employees to engage in
veiled misconduct.

In his treatment of the ethics of testing the honesty of a worker
(W), R. Joseph Hayyiff b. Elija al-Hakham invokes the lifnei iver inter-

dict as a basis to prohibit an employer (B) from subjecting W to an
honesty test that inveigles him into thnkng that his dishonesty wil go
undetected. Moreover, even if B eliminates in advance for W the problem of theft by conferring him title to the money involved without W's
knowledge, the test remains prohibited conduct. R. Joseph Hayyim's

source is Nazir 23a:
"Her husband has annulled (her vows) and Hashem will forgive her"

(Numbers 30:13)-Scriprure speaks of a woman whose husband has
revoked (her vow) for her, but she was unaware (that he had done so,
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and it teaches) that she needs atonement and forgiveness. -When R.
Akva would reach this verse, he would weep (and say:)-" If someone
intended that pork should come into his hand, but (instead) lamb's
meat came into his hand-is in need of atonement and forgiveness, -

(then) someone who intends that pork should come into his hand, -

and (indeed) pork came into his hand, -how much more so (is he in
need of atonement and forgiveness)! ?75

SHIRKG AS TREATED IN THE ECONOMIC LITERATURE
In the economic literature, a number of theories have been offered to
show that it is economically rational for E to tolerate shirking. One theory, advanced by Professor Carlin, referred to earlier, makes Es reaction
to P's shirking a matter of balancing the quasi-fixed costs of dismissing

P and hiring a replacement for him against the costs P's shirking imposes on him in the current period.
The organizational model implicit in Carlin's theory, as Professor
Thomas R. Ireland points out, is a model of antagonism between E and
P. In Ireland's thnkng, it is economically rational for E to set up rules

against specific forms of shirking, but to deliberately be selective in
enforcing the rules. In opposition to Carlin, E selectively tolerates shirking not because doing so minimizes his costs in the current period, but
rather because selectively tolerating the conduct generates benefits for
himself. Consider that selective tolerance of shirking conduct creates for
P a more pleasant work environment and hence can be envisioned as a
fringe benefit that can be offered in lieu of somewhat higher wages. P
also benefits in the form of receiving non-taxable psychic income. The

tax liabilty that would have accrued if the benefits to P were taken as
wages represents a positive sum to be divided between E and P if taken
in the form of selective tolerance of shirking.
Another advantage for E to announce rules against shirking, but to
deliberately only selectively enforce these rules is that selective tolerance

of shirking serves well as a screening device for promotion. Consider
that the potential cost of shirking is much higher at higher levels of
management than at lower levels. It is therefore in the best interests of
E to determine P's reliabilty now as a gauge for his promotabilty at
some time in the future. The more liberties P takes in flaunting the specific forms of shirking conduct E prohibits him from engaging in the
more he wil be demonstrating his unsuitabilty to be promoted,76
The prohibition to create for a fellow a setting for veiled miscon34
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duct, referred to earlier, casts doubt on the ethics of Ireland's scheme
for E to use selective toleration of shirking as a screening device to

determine an employee's suitabilty for promotion. This scheme is
objectionable even if E takes proper legal action beforehand to free P of
misappropriation for any shirking he engages in. Because P is unaware
that his shirking is permissible conduct at the moment he engages in it,

Es screening device is ethcally unacceptable.
Ireland's theory creates the setting for the following moral dilemma: Suppose Frier neither explicitly issues a directive against various
forms of shirking, nor does he reprimand anyone for engaging in such
conduct. Does P have the right to assume that Ireland's scheme is operating in the workplace? Specifically, does P have the right to assume that

the conduct means that he is being awarded a fringe benefit in the form
of a shirking privilege? Alternatively, may P interpret the conduct as

reflecting a deliberate investment on the part of Frier to determine
whether his current employers are candidates for continued employment and for promotion? No. The most fundamental point to be made
here is that Ireland's analysis produces no more than a theory. In the
absence of explicit permission from E to engage in an otherwise act of
misappropriation against him, P has no right to ascribe attitudes and

motives to E that effectively license him to engage in the conduct.
Frier's non-enforcement of his rules should be taken as saying to his
you think you can steal from me and get away with it, go
ahead and try." Recall R. Trani's point that B is forbidden to take up
A's invitation to steal from A. Taking up the invitation makes B guilty
of misappropriation. Recall also that even when E catches P red- handed
in an act of misappropriation and reacts in a seemingly approving manemployees "if

ner, P remains guilty of misappropriation. Ireland's theory therefore

cannot be said to definitively identify E's attitude toward P's specific act

of misappropriation. From the vantage point of P, Ireland's theory is no
more than a rationalization to engage in prohibited conduct.
Man's drve to put a veneer of legitimacy on prohibited conduct as
a means of relieving his sense of guilt is a phenomenon well understood
by the talmudic sages:

R. Huna said: Once a man has committed a sin once or twce, it is permitted to him. Permitted? How could that occur to you? -Rather, nassit to ke-hetter, i.e. it appears to him as if it were permitted (Yòma 86b).

Invokig Ireland's theory to put a veneer of legitimacy on an otherwise
prohibited act provides a modern example, in the context of labor rela-
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tions, of the principle of naJaset 10 ke-heter. Where does naJaset 10 ke-heter
lead to? The answer, R. Israel Salanter Lipkin (Poland) tells us is a slip-

pery slope, culminating in the rationalization that the forbidden conduct
is actually a mitsva) i.e., virtuous conduct.77 Indeed, embracing Ireland's
thesis leads us down ths slippery slope. For one, the distinction he draws

between serious and non -serious shirking leaves the dividing line
between these spheres an imprecise matter and something left to the
subjective. Moreover, if we are to take Ireland seriously, P should not
only not feel a sense of guilt in engaging in non -serious forms of shirking

but should feel that the conduct he engages in is a matter of entitlement.
We are already perilously approaching the mindset that the prohibited
conduct at hand is actually virtuous behavior. We hit the bottom of the
slippery slope when P feels a sense of self-congratulatory pride for being
smart enough to unmask the boss' selective toleration of non-serious

forms of shirking to be nothng more than the operation of a screening
mechanism for promotion. By being smart enough to recognize "the
true intentions" of the boss, the boss' investment will not go wasted!

SUMMA AND CONCLUSION
This paper has examined a number of issues relating to work rules that
an employee first discovers on the job, as opposed to rules that he or

she agrees to in advance of the labor contract. The rules that we dealt
with are the kind that is designed to discourage idleness and various

forms of shirking. Springing a work rule on a worker is legitimate only
when the particular rule amounts to nothing more than an enforcement
of the employer's right against misappropriation or protection against

harm. When ths is not the case, springing the rule on the worker may

amount to prohibited conduct as it unilaterally generates negative psychic income for the employee.
A rule that is sprung on the worker that runs counter to minhag is
not valid. Frier's rules against both a coffee break and his insistence that

everyone remain "glued" to their work stations throughout the entire
work day effectively create "prison-like" conditions for his workforce,
akin to a sweatshop operation. These rules certainly run counter to
minhag and are hence invalid even in respect to the portion of Frier's
labor force that he pays above competitive wages to.
In the Torah's way of thinkng, the poJel (P) labor contract is psy-

chologically akn to servitude. This is so because agreeing to work at
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fixed hours makes P feel that he has entered into a "shackled" relation~

ship with E. To remove this feeling of dependency, the Torah empowers
P with a theoretical right to withdraw in the middle of the day without
incurring penalty for the time he has already worked.
In this paper, P's theoretical retraction right is an important factor
in evaluating the ethcs for E to impose a work rule and also in evaluating P's right to appropriate a privilege for himself in the absence of an

explicit prohibition by E for P not to take this privilege.

In relating the retraction right to work rules, we argued that the
retraction right is meaningfl only in the context of a labor marketplace
where both employers demand labor and workers supply their labor on

a day-to-day basis. Withn tls mileu, P's knowledge that he can quit at
any time without forfeiting any portion of the prorated wages he has
already earned is comforting. One could argue that in the modern work
scene P's retraction right is reduced to a vapidity. Consider that sud-

denly quitting his job will incur for P significant job search costs. It is
for ths reason that Halakah protects P against sudden discharge and

requires E to give him proper notice. If the modern work scene renders
P's retraction right meaningless, nothing underscores P's dependency
status more than a work rule that chains P and at the same time generates no tangible benefit for E. This would be the judgment for a blanket
prohibition on P to place a personal call even when the call is very short
and is placed in between assignments. The same judgment holds for a
blanket prohibition on P to accept outside calls.
In evaluating the ethcs for P to appropriate for himself an amenity

not explicitly awarded to him in the labor contract, we offered the "net
benefit" criterion. This criterion requires that it be objectively evident

that P's appropriation of the privilege will generate a net benefit for E.
P's theoretical right to retract plays a vital role in making ths calculation. Specifically, if takng the privilege unshackles p, taking the privilege
also increases P's productivity and hence benefits E as welL. Moreover,

P's retraction right gives him a certain amount of leverage over E to
make him agree to a quit-rehire scheme. Because the quit-rehire proposal imposes greater costs on E than the costs E would incur if P

would appropriate the privilege for himself without consulting E, E presumably agrees with the appropriation. Still another factor for the calculation of the "net benefit" criterion is efficiency wage theory. These various strands of analysis lead to the proposition that in the absence of E's
explicit prohibition, P may appropriate minimum personal telephone
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privileges when he or she is in between assignments. Relatedly, the
thrust of the analysis leads to the permissibilty for P to respond minimally to an outside calL. To be sure, it is P's duty to inform his friends
and family to call him only when not making the call would cause considerable aggravation or disruption.
The "net benefit" criterion leads to the clear-cut prohibition for P to
appropriate for himself the privilege to make personal use of office supplies. In the many variations of this case discussed, we demonstrated
that Es silence or even apparent statements of approval in the face of

his discovery of shirking does not signal his approval of the conduct.

In the contemporary scene, the notion that an employer has the
right to control subordinates on the job enjoys some currency. From a
Torah perspective, ths attitude is unacceptable. Proceeding from the
Torah's concern that the labor contract should not leave P feeling
shackled is that entering into a labor contract creates for P only the duty
without interruption to the tasks and obligations proceeding from the labor contract; but the labor contract does
not entitle B to control P. In ths paper, we related the above principle
to energetically apply himself

to the issue of whether E is withn his rights to prohibit P to turn on
the game program application on his company computer when he finds

himself in between assignments. To be sure, there is valid reason for E
to object to the practice. Legitimate concerns include the fear that P

wil mentally keep on replaying the game again and again and hence
adversely affect his productivity on the job. E may also be concerned
that allowing the practice will drag down the work ethc of his place of

business. When P desires to download the game from the Internet there

may be the additional concern that this action wil slow down the
Internet connection for co-workers. But suppose E can identify no

debit for his business in ths practice, but begrudges that he loses control over P while the game is being played. Because disallowing the

practice is all about control and nothng more, it should be unethcal for

E to promulgate a rule against this practice. Various nuances of this case
were considered.
Finally, the ethics for E to entrap P to engage in shirking is considered. Such conduct is prohibited because it inveigles the subordinate to
engage in veiled misconduct.
The prohibition to create for a fellow a setting for veiled misconduct puts to question the notion that E may use selective toleration of

shirking as a screening device to determine P's suitabilty for promo-
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tion. This scheme is objectionable even if E takes proper legal action
beforehand to free P of misappropriation for any shirking he engages in.
Because P is unaware that his shirking is permissible conduct at the
moment he engages in it, E's screening device is ethically unacceptable.
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